Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project
Hampshire County Council warmly welcomes you to our exhibition

What is the Integration Project?

Existing
Residents
&
Businesses

The Integration Project is a collection of highway
schemes that will help to
• remove the east-west barrier of the
current A325
• make the town a cleaner, healthier
and more attractive place
• connect local communities with new
developments
• remove barriers to sustainable
economic growth
We have worked with colleagues from Enterprise M3 Local
Enterprise Partnership, East Hampshire District Council, the
Whitehill & Bordon Regeneration Company and spoken to
community representatives to develop the proposals you will
see today.
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Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project

The A325 currently divides
Whitehill & Bordon. It has to cope
with long distance traffic and also
local trips, made by all types of
transport.
When the Relief Road fully opens at
the end of 2018 and becomes the
new A325, it will be the new route
for through traffic, and as a result,
traffic levels in Whitehill & Bordon
will go down.
There is now an opportunity to change the look
and feel of some of the important roads in the
town, to
• make it better for residents and businesses
to travel in and around the town; and
• make the most of the new facilities that are
coming to the town

Please make your way through the
exhibition and talk to the members
of staff if you want further help

Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project
To support the regeneration of Whitehill & Bordon Hampshire County Council has
a 5 part Transport Strategy for delivery over the next 15 years.
This exhibition focuses on the Highways Integration Project
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Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project
Timeline
• MOD announces
plans to close
Bordon Garrison
• Masterplan for
regeneration
• Consultation on the
A325 Urban Design
and Traffic
Management Study
(2013)

Before
2015

• Emerging Transport
Strategy developed

• Army relocates
from town
• Healthy New Town
status awarded by
Government

2015 / 16

• Construction of
Relief Road starts
• Building starts at
Louisburg & Quebec
Barracks

• Facilities Opened
• Skate park
• Hogmoor Play
Area
• Business
Enterprise Hub
• Future Skills
Centre

2017

• Construction of
Relief Road Phase II

• Consultation on
Integration Project
• Relief Road opens
end of 2018

2018

• Facilities opened/
opening
• New BOSC
Pavilion
• Cafe 1759
• Dukes Quarter
homes for sale

• Facilities opening
• Mill Chase
Academy
• Leisure Centre
• Energy Centre
• Town Centre
Phase I

2019 / 20

• Budds Lane &
Arrival Square
• Redevelopment of
former Mill Chase
Site

• Northern &
Southern Gateways
• Public Transport
Improvements
• Primary School in
Prince Philip Park
• Town Centre fully
opens

2021 &
Beyond

• Expansion of
Bordon Infant
School
• Expansion of
Bordon Junior
School

“

Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project

The aim of the Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project is;
“To enable all residents to easily access the services & facilities, provided in the town”

How we plan to do this;
• Encourage through traffic to use the relief road
• Reduce the speed and amount of traffic on the main roads
• Redesign key junctions for local movement;
• Budds Lane / current A325
• Chalet Hill / current A325
• Station Road / Lindford Road cross roads
• Widen pavements for pedestrians and to encourage less confident cyclists
• Create safe access to local schools
• Provide more pedestrian priority across main roads
• Provide walking and cycling routes (Green Grid and Green Loop)
• Introduce new tree planting and green areas.

Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project
Integration Project Areas

Phase I

Phase II

1. Budds Lane
2. Arrival Square

3. Northern Gateway
4. Southern Gateway
& Whitehill

• Supporting safe
access to the new
Mill Chase
Academy opening
September 2019
• To provide access
to the new town
centre
• Connecting east
and west parts of
the town

• Reinforce use of the
relief road for through
traffic
• Connecting east and
west parts of the town
• Improve the
environment for
pedestrians and cyclists

Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project
Budds Lane - Section outside new Mill Chase Academy

Reason for the change

To provide a safe route to the schools and the new
developments taking place along Budds Lane

6m wide
road

Fig 1.
An artistic rendering of pinch point,
raised crossing and gateway
entrance feature outside new
Mill Chase Academy

Junction changed to
mini roundabout

Crossing points
to Mill Chase
Academy

3m wide shared
footpath /
cyclepath

Gateway entrance
& local pinch point

Road narrowed
to 5.5m

Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project
Budds Lane - Section between Mustangs and new Town Centre
Fig 2.
An artistic rendering of long pinch point, sitting wall and
raised zebra crossing outside of Mustangs community
building & Bordon Infant and Junior Schools

Zebra crossing
on raised table

Long pinch point
outside Schools
and Mustangs
See fig 2

Pinch point and
gateway
entrance feature

Road narrowed
to 5.5m

3m wide shared
footpath /
cyclepath

Changed priority
junction into
new town centre

Budds Lane
junction changed
to mini roundabout

Pedestrian and
cyclist crossing

Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project
Budds Lane - Preferred option

“By changing the identity of the area to create a
park like setting we will change the behaviour
and perception of the area, leading to a calmer
and safer environment”
How:
• Changes to junctions
• Narrower road widths
• New crossing points
• Wider pavements for pedestrians and cyclists
• Change character using landscaping and gateways

Benefits:
• Requires slower driving speeds, making the road safer
• Provides a safe route to Schools, Skate Park and future
developments for pedestrians and cyclists
• Creates a new look and feel to the street
• Maintains a route to Oakhanger and relief road

Other options considered:
• Do nothing
• No improvements for pedestrians and less
confident cyclists
• Difficult to turn right turn from Budds Lane
• High traffic speeds outside schools
• Shared Space
• Safety concerns for pupils outside schools
• Provision of parking bays on-street
• Reduces the improvements that can be made for
pedestrians and cyclists, including school children
• Encourages more traffic at school drop off and pick
up times
• Increased risk of accidents
• Pedestrianisation of central section
• Not possible at this point in time
• Possible long term solution

Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project
Arrival Square: Camp Road including Budds Lane and Chalet Hill junctions

Reason for the change
“With new developments being delivered,
there will be a surge in cross town
traffic which current infrastructure was
not designed to meet.
We have a unique opportunity to create
a solution for the existing problem and
future proof the area to facilitate the
continuing development”
Our preferred option:
• Provides east-west access for residents to
access new facilities and services
• Changes character of the area to match the
styling of the new Town Centre
• Creates safer environment for pedestrians
and cyclists

Bus layby for 2 buses
Pedestrian crossing
3m wide shared use
footpath / cyclepath

Crossings for
pedestrians and
cyclists
Budds Lane junction
changed to mini
roundabout

Crossing for
pedestrians and
cyclists
Bus layby for 2 buses

Road surfacing to
encourage slower
speeds
Chalet Hill
junction changed
to a mini
roundabout

Crossing for
pedestrians and
cyclists
Pedestrian crossing
point

Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project
Arrival Square: Camp Road including Budds Lane and Chalet Hill junctions

How:
• Relief road opening will
reduce traffic volume
• Changes Budds Lane and
Chalet Hill junctions to mini
roundabouts to effectively
slow traffic speeds
• Provides more opportunities
for pedestrians and cyclists
to cross the road
• Provides space for buses to
wait off the road
• Road width visually
narrowed
• Provides a wider pavement
for pedestrians and cyclists

Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project
Arrival Square: Camp Road including Budds Lane and Chalet Hill junctions

Benefits of the preferred option:

Other options considered:

• Requires slower driving speeds, giving
the road a safer feel

• Do nothing

• Provides a safe route to Schools, Skate
Park and future developments for
pedestrians and cyclists

• Changed priorities at Budds Lane and Chalet Hill
Junctions

• Creates a new look and feel to the street
• Maintains a route to Oakhanger and
relief road

• No improvements for pedestrians and cyclists

• Not enough traffic capacity
• Banned turns required
• HGV manoeuvrability
• Signalise Budds Lane
• No gains for pedestrians and cyclists
• Does not slow traffic speeds when light is green
• Close Camp Road between Budds Lane and Chalet Hill
• Needed for emergency access
• Major disruption for existing residents
• Buses waiting on the carriageway rather than in
laybys, will assist with slowing traffic

Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project
Northern Gateway: Farnham Road to the former Lloyds Bank

Reason for the change
“To encourage through
traffic to use the relief road,
in order to reduce traffic in
Whitehill & Bordon”
How:
• Size of the junction will be reduced
• Road width will be narrowed
• Adjusting the traffic lights to favour
local traffic movements
• Adding push buttons to the traffic
lights will help pedestrians and
cyclists cross the road
• Providing wider pavements for
pedestrians and cyclists

Option 1:
Fill in bus layby to
allow wider shared
use footpath /
cyclepath
Option 2:
Keep bus laybys
3m wide shared
use footway /
cycleway
Push button added
to traffic lights for
pedestrian and
cyclists
3m wide shared use
footpath / cyclepath

3m wide shared use
footpath / cyclepath
to link to Louisburg
Avenue
Keep green corridor
along road

Road narrowed to
6m

Reduce size of
junction

Extra tree planting
around junction

Bus layby moved
into road

Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project
Northern Gateway: Farnham Road to the former Lloyds Bank

Benefits of the preferred approach:
• Encourages through traffic to use the
relief road
• Smaller junction makes it easier for
pedestrians and cyclists to cross safely
• Allows future connections with walking
and cycling network (Green Grid / Green
Loop)

Other options considered:
• Do nothing and or change traffic lights to a
roundabout
• Encourages vehicles to still use this route and
so less traffic diverted onto relief road
• Less space for pedestrians and cyclists around
the junction
• Has fewer opportunities for tree planting and
‘place making’

Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project
Southern Gateway: Petersfield Road & Whitehill
Sutton Field junction
tightened

Reason for the change
“To encourage through
traffic to use the relief road,
in order to reduce traffic in
Whitehill & Bordon”
How:
• Reduce road width and junctions to help
slow traffic speeds
• By removing bus turning circle and
replacing it with a northbound bus stop /
layby (off-road) with space for 2 buses
• Turn the bus turning circle into a small
park for the community
• Keep dropped kerbs to private driveways
• Provide on-street parking bays for
residents and businesses

Sutton Field car
park improved

Option 1:
Bus stop in road to allow
wider shared use footpath /
cyclepath
Option 2:
Provide bus laybys off-road

Proposed new
cycle crossing
point from New
Road to join up
the Green Loop
Corners of
Lemon Grove
junction
tightened
New on-street
parking bays
for residents
and businesses

Option to remove bus
turning circle and create
a small park

Signal
controlled
crossing point

Minimum of 3m wide
shared use footpath /
cyclepath along western
side of A325

New surface
outside
businesses

Localised narrowing to
encourage through
traffic to use relief road

New on-street
parking bays for
residents and
businesses

Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project
Southern Gateway: Petersfield Road & Whitehill

Benefits of the preferred
approach:
• Slower traffic speeds will make it safer
for pedestrians and cyclists
• An improved environment for
Whitehill and its community
• Improved car parking arrangements
• Keeps dropped kerbs to private
driveways
• Keeps a place for buses to wait for
passengers off the road if required

Other options considered:
• Do nothing
• Keep the bus turning circle (but carry out other improvements
as stated)
• Area of tarmac in ‘heart’ of Village
• Fewer pedestrian / cyclists improvements
• Less impact on lowering traffic speeds
• Make Petersfield Road more ‘wiggly’ to slow traffic
• Would reduce car parking spaces
• Fewer improvements for pedestrians and cyclists

Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project
Delivering the Integration Project

Funding for the Integration Project will come from;
• Enterprise M3 Local Enterprise Partnership;
• East Hampshire District Council;
• Hampshire County Council;
• Whitehill & Bordon Regeneration Company; and
• Other Developer Contributions
The receipt of developer contributions that will allow us to fund the Integration Project is linked to
timing of the wider regeneration

Construction traffic management
• There will inevitably be disruption to traffic during construction, we will work with the developers to
minimise disturbances.
• All details of planned road works can be found by visiting www.roadworks.org and we will keep you
updated on any news on the Whitehill & Bordon Traffic and Transport website
www.hants.gov.uk/transport/transportschemes/whitehillbordontrafficandtransport.

Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project
Where Next?

July - September
2018
Consultation

Autumn 2018
Consultation
results reported

Contact us:
Strategic Transport
Hampshire County Council
The Castle
Winchester
Hampshire
SO23 8UJ

Email address:

whitehillandbordon@hants.gov.uk
- Please type ‘Whitehill and
Bordon Integration Project’
in the subject line

Phone:

0300 555 1388

Winter 2018
Detailed design

2019
Construction
of 1st Phase

September 2019
Mill Chase
Academy opens

What do you think?
Your views are important

Your feedback will help inform the design process for the schemes. A report will
be taken to Hampshire County Council’s Executive Member for Environment
and Transport in November 2018 which summarises the feedback from this
consultation and recommends the approach to delivery.
Please fill out a paper questionnaire to let us know what you think. Alternatively
go on-line at www.hants.gov.uk/transportschemes and search for ‘Whitehill &
Bordon Traffic and Transport’ to leave your comments via the on-line survey.
This exhibition material is also available to download from the above website.
Thank you for visiting the exhibition. The consultation is open for an 8 week
period from 13 July 2018 to 9 September 2018.
The closing date for all responses is 9 September 2018.

Whitehill & Bordon Integration Project
Green Grid / Green Loop
Once complete, the Green Grid/Green Loop will provide a series of connected pedestrian and cycling routes, through and
around the town that will allow people to easily access all parts of the town and green spaces, on foot or bike.
EHDC has put in a funding bid to Enterprise M3 Local Enterprise Partnership for the Green Grid / Green Loop network.
This includes 2 routes to the new Mill Chase Academy, a new link into Hogmoor Inclosure and 5 new or improved crossing
points over the current A325.
If successful, the funding will help ‘lock in’ the wider benefits that we are looking to achieve from the Integration Project
and the Green & Healthy Towns initiative.
• Helping to reduce traffic levels, by
providing walking and cycling
routes to key destinations
• Helping improve residents health
and wellbeing, by getting more
residents to walk and cycle as
part of their everyday lives
• Helping knit together the
existing and new parts of the
town, by providing more
crossing points over the
current A325

